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MVNF440DD2 - Multi-range amplifier 4 inputs VHFVHFUHFUHF

from 105,02 EUR
Item no.: 389726

shipping weight: 0.30 kg
Manufacturer: Televes

Product Description
MiniKom EasyF Multi-range amplifier 4 inputs: VHF-VHF-UHF-UHFConfigurable multi-range amplifier for MATV systems with separate amplification without intermodulation
between the inputs.Equipped with 4 inputs: VHF-VHF-UHF-UHF.Equipped with an LTE700 filter and an LED signal indicator for immediate detection of network interference.- Item
no.: MVNF440DD2- Product dataRef.no.: 562422- EAN13:8424450273272DescriptionHighlights-New compact design (103 mm x 103 mm x 50 mm)-LED display for SIgnal and
remote power supply-Switchable gain (high/low), and high output level-Two gain stages for the TV band-Very low power consumption due to efficient switching power supply-EasyF
connection technology-Good shielding properties due to the cast housingFeatures-Test output (-30 dB)-Explanatory product stickers with circuit diagram and setting aids-ON/OFF
switch for DC pass-through at VHF and UHF inputs for remote feeding of mast amplifiers or terr. Antennas with integrated BOSS amplifiers.- Wall mounting possibleWall mounting
possibleGood to knowEasyF connection system: quick and easyEasyF is an innovative connection concept in which the inner conductor of the coaxial cable is inserted directly into
the device, which improves the reliability of the connection. Without the F connectors, the chassis can be reduced and the connection of two cables can be secured with a single
screw.-Time saving: Quick installation is possible as a connector does not have to be fitted to the coaxial cable first. In addition, the connectors do not need to be screwed to the
device, which is sometimes difficult when space is limited.-Connection reliability: The clamp that holds the cables prevents the coaxial cable from coming loose.-Cost savings: No
additional connections required (neither F nor IEC).-Space optimisation: inputs and outputs are always on the same side of the device to prevent coaxial cables from bending and
make it easier to work in cabinets and registration boxes.-Very simple three-step installation: To connect the two cables, simply unscrew the front panels and screw them back on:1.
Unscrew the front panel of the distributor to access the connection.2. Plug in the previously stripped coaxial cables.3.Close the front panel and screw it tight to ensure the
connection.Learn more about the reliability of EasyF connection technologyWith EasyF connections, the connection between the coaxial cable and the device is made using an
automated system for contacting the inner conductor without additional solder joints.-Always as good as new: The service life of the device increases when the portion of the solder
that has worn off over time is removed.-Reduces failure rates that are usually caused by cold solder joints.-Electromagnetic behaviour optimisation: for high frequencies.-Our
commitment to the environment is reinforced: No environmental pollution from welding and reduced power consumption during production.
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